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About This Game

Time has come to join the Dark Journey to the other side of Teana and visit a mysterious part of the world never before seen by
royal bounty hunters.

For the first time in King’s Bounty series, players will be able to choose their hero’s race as well as class. Become a fearless Orcs
warrior, lead and heal your troops as a Demoness, or use dark magic as a fearsome Vampire.

The world is in turmoil. After winning the battle of Tristrem, arrogant elves plunder Orcish villages, desecrate holy shrines, and
massacre the innocents. Orc-Baghyr, the greatest living Orc warrior, is forced to flee with a handful of loyal followers. He vows

to return with a stronger force and retake his homeland!

Armies of human knights invade the land of Atrixus. A young Demoness named Neoleene, still mourning the death of her royal
father, and her small unit of devoted imps is all that stands in the way of the invading horde.

Castle of the ancient Morton clan is threatened by an army of vampire hunters. Young Daert leaves home to seek allies among
the other Dark races. All must join him or perish.
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Fates of the three heroes are sealed. They come together in the depths of the Black Cave, where many centuries ago races of
Light imprisoned Ancient Evil. The heroes exchange vows and share antique artifacts, then gather their armies and march to

fight for the very survival of their race. They must unite against the Light or face extinction!

New companion system (different companions for each character);

New battle companion;

New units, artifacts, and rage abilities;

Over 100 new quests and 15 new locations.
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Really loved the game.
The narrator's voice fits very well. The gameplay altough it's fun and addictive, I had some trouble getting use to the lock 45
degree attack angle. Needless to say, it is a fun game. Can't wait to play it with someone else to experience the multiplayer..
Nice expansion of WL2, but only eight missions are available. They are fun, however, and will take some time to solve.. Great
fun arcade action. Clearly it's a revamped new-age paperboy clone. But that's ok as I feel it betters it in every way possible. You
will find 'constant' nods to all things from the 80's and early 90's here. From cameos of old cartoon and movie characters. To old
videogame characters turning up. It's a good laugh. :). I would suggest playing this DLC before the main game: it is very short
and you level up very fast. So you can try any class with any statbuild and decide whether you'd like to use it with Mors or
Alester in the main game.. Great game for anyone who likes building strategy games, has a lot of potential for the future,
modding etc.. Great and baddas skin. Effects are nice to look at and her voice is great alternative to original. Her shining skull
has however couple of visual bugs, but it's something that occurs every 30 seconds, it happens like 3 or 4 times during a match,
maybe even more, but it is not significant enough that you would notice it every time it happens. As of [3rd September 2015],
this bug is still in the game.
Also, her boobs are bouncing, big plus if you are into that kind of stuff (not blaming you, who is not into that stuff... :P). Really
good little game!
Fast, simple and addictive.

8\/10
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Short but very good. Would sit on F\u00fchrer's lap again. A good game that could be great!

If you are a shooter fan and you most likely are if you are on this page you will enjoy this game. The thing is you will also no
doubt like me find some little annoying niggles. The game looks great and a lot of thought has obviously gone into the design
detail to capture that early 90's arcade feel. The music and end level intermission are also done very well. The ship controls just
slightly too slow, it cause me to get killed far too often when you attempt to make a dodeg but the ship just doesnt quite get
there. I can find no speed option or speed power ups in game. The ships weapons often feel too weak even after being powered
up. This makes it feel at times unbalanced. I found myself dyeing much more during the levels than the boss fights. The ships
weapon sounds are often weak and too 'bleepy' . It doent make you feel like a bad\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665which for
me shooting games should. These comments aside i do still really enjoy the game and recommend you do to. This companies
next game 'Infinos Gaiden' has a demo out now on Steam and it is magnificent. Its very clear to see they learnt a lot making this
game and took that on to something amazing. Picoring soft has become one of my now closely watched studios.. The game is
labeled as a metroidvania with 2 buttons (left and right: you get some powerups during the game which work with different
combinations of these buttons).
It has nice pixel art, the ammount of difficulty which gives you that warm feeling in the heart after you overcome a challenge
and a slightly bizarre mood.

In my opinion, the most important aspect of this game is how it explores its self-imposed limitation and creates amazing
challenges. You can see the sense of progression as the challenges unfold and becomes more complex and demanding.

I'm playing with an xbox controller, and I think an option for configuring the input myself would be great. I died many times
because the shoulder buttons won't have the same feeling as face buttons as far as twitch reflexes go.. Another old FSX airport
by Aerosoft that has been converted to work in X-Plane 10 - yes, its compatible with X-Plane 11, but it really looks dated -
performance is mediocre, and outside the airport fence nothing has changed - the base scenery really doesn't even remotely look
like Antalya except for the coastline and terrain.. need more people
good game its like payday 2 so
ya need more people for playing
. Frustrating as hell!!! I love it, this game will do my wifes head in.. I think I will end up dreaming about this game as I slowly go
mad.. :). It is: soundtrack from great gaming composer + 5 hats that you can't get otherwise+ decorative trinkets (just for fun) +
digital stuff. It is worth its price If you getting it on sale.. Very fun game, though add a new map or expand the current one
. Fun and cute game, but you should really only buy this game when it's on sale
I got it for 0,60\u20ac and got 1 hour of game time, even though the developers said it had 10.
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